One Thing To Remember
We live mostly in the present. At the same time we think and plan our future. From time to time,
once in a while, we look to the past.
This group of amazing artists is sharing their moments (episodes) with One Thing To remember.
They are inviting us to take part in those tiny blocks of memories, which reveal and construct
their personalities.
Karmela Berg,
Artist and curator.
June 2022
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Mary Sherman
Mary Sherman is an artist and the director of the artists-run TransCultural Exchange,
which she founded in Chicago in 1989. (She also teaches at Boston College and Northeastern
University and, in 2010, served as the interim Associate Director of MIT’s Program in Art,
Culture and Technology). She has received numerous grants and awards, including three
Fulbright Senior Specialist Grants and been an artist/scholar-in-residence at such institutions as
MIT, NTU Centre for Contemporary Art Singapore and the Cité des Internationale Arts, Paris.)
Her own works, which push the definition of painting into the realm of space and sound, have
been shown widely, including at Montreal’s International Digital Art Biennial (BIAN), APO-33
(Nantes), Beijing's Central Conservatory, Shangha’s Zendai MoMA, Trondheim’s Academy of
Fine Arts at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Kunsthalle Mainz (Germany)
and NYU’s Loewe Theater. In 2016 MIT Press/Leonardo Electronic Almanac published a
catalog of her work with painting and sound, What if You Could Hear a Painting.
As there are always more than "One Thing to Remember" – or more precisely, the "one
thing" often changes depending on such things as time, mood, need and context, I decided to
treat the exhibition's theme abstractly. In this way, the "one thing" remains open ended. I,
therefore, focused on the way memories behave, rather than the look of one particular one.
Thus, using blue (one of the colors that the brain perceives as more distant than such 'hot' hues
as yellow and red), I tried, in my work, to suggest the nature of a memory as something that
fades and then returns, recedes and then comes forward, drifts and then coalesces.

Amélie Laurence Fortin
«"Adventure"» is a collage made of ﬁve pictures from my personal archive arranged as a short
hymn on diﬀerent representations of human adventures «"real and ﬁctional». The line of link
what is seen by the characters of each segment as they carry diﬀerent dreams, hopes, fear,
questions, etc. The silver background catches the light, the surrounding but also the reﬂexion of
the viewer involving him in the project as he is capable of connecting the dots and make his own
narrative.
C.V.
2011 M.A. Art studies, Laval University, Quebec City, Canada // Thesis entitled “Extreme
experience translated in visual art practices”, received with distinction
RESIDENCIES and Workshops
2020 Kunstlerhaus Bethanien, Studio of Québec in Berlin, Germany
2019 La Chambre Blanche, Quebec, Canada
2017 Arctic Circle Residency Programm, New York – Arctic Circle
EXHIBITIONS – SOLO / DUO
2021 Gravity, Fonderie Darling, big gallery, Montreal, Canada
2020 Gravity and other conversations, Kunstlerhaus Bethanien gallery, Berlin, Germany
2019 10x, Manif d’Art 9 Biennale, La Chambre Blanche, Quebec City, Canada
2019 A flag for Planet 9, Manif d’Art 9 Biennale, the rooftop of Meduse, Quebec City, Canada
2019 Art Book launching / Stone Plant Sea Wood, ArPrim Art Center, Montreal, Canada
2018 Sous les Soleils / Under The Suns, Axenéo7, Gatineau, Canada

France McNeil
France McNeil lives and works in Quebec City,
Canada. She received a BFA in visual arts from Laval
University in 1994.
Through art, she shares her interest in the cosmos,
in nature and in human beings. How do we relate to the
world we live in? In her artwork, she wants to
understand our relationship to space, infinite space
within a finite material world.
She has shown her works in many solo exhibitions
in Quebec and she was invited to participate in various
group exhibitions in Quebec and abroad: Cuba,
Scotland, France, Ireland, Belgium, Poland and
Germany. Her works can be seen in private and main
public collections: Loto-Québec, Desjardins, Pratt &
Whitney, Vestey Group of London, Bibliothèque et
Archives nationales du Québec, Library and Archives
Canada.
Out of Chaos: We have to remember that we were
born from chaos a long, long me ago. If we want human
life to connue for a long long me on without going back
to chaos, we must remember to take care of nature for
she is our Mother.

Pirjo Heino
I think the most important
thing is LOVE. Love for life,
being, doing, people, peace,
art, work, hobbies... and I
think one can decide to have
a loving attitude. That’s why
the title of my work is “WILL”.
It is a statement and You may
think it as a flag, too.

Pirjo Heino is an artist who has specialized in printmaking for more than 40 years. She
also paints, sculpts and makes installations. Heino experiments with various methods, materials,
and tools depending on the results she desires. She works in a series (groups of related pieces)
to solve problems, cross borders, and surprise herself.
Heino has participated extensively in international group exhibitions: 43 in Finland and
130 abroad. She shows mostly in Europe but also has had exhibitions in the USA, India,
Australia, Brazil and Egypt. She has had 51 solo shows.
Heino appreciates activity and cooperation. She is a curator and cultural manager in the
art field. Beside art and exhibitions, Heino is interested in literature, music and moving in nature.
Heino is a member of Artists Association of Hämeenlinna, Association of Finnish Curators,
European Artists Associataion, European Cultural Association, Finroart foundation, The
Transcultural Exchange, and Kirjo group.

Beth Barry
My name is Beth Barry and I am an abstract landscape painter living in New York City. I
studied painting at Pratt Institute and have been working at my art practice for many years. My
work is influenced by nature – the movement and light that influences color. This has always
intrigued me and I recently had a 40 panel installation in NYC at the Carter Burden Gallery,
exploring the moments when land and water merge. I have exhibited work in many places and
have work in the permanent collection at the Masterworks Museum in Bermuda and at the
Coupelovous Museum in Athens, Greece.

My painting is a personal response to “Remember”. I grew up near the coastline of
southern Massachusetts in the US. The water was an important part of my personal
development. My family would spend many hours at the shoreline and I began swimming
almost around the time I could walk. Therefore, my painting is a version of my memory of that
coastline. The water and land as they meet.

Fran Beallor
Fran Beallor creates realistic paintings, drawings and
prints with a surrealist twist. Humor and irony help her
produce portraits which evoke stories, scenes of life in
NY and beyond, as well as “still lifes that are not so still.”
Beallor loves to travel, collecting memories, sketches,
photos and objects along the way to use in her art.
Her passion for the environment led her to do a series of
Portraits of Glaciers, inspired by a trip to Alaska. A NYC
native, Beallor exhibits her artwork in museums,
galleries and art fairs including Vermont’s Brattleboro
Museum and the Butler Art Institute in Ohio. She has
paintings in the permanent collection of the Copelouzos
Museum in Athens, Greece, and in NYC’s 9/11 Memorial Museum.
Beallor won a Greenshields Grant for Realist Art, and has been the subject of numerous
interviews and online videos. Reviews and articles about her work have appeared in The Artists’
Magazine, American Arts Quarterly and other periodicals.
She is represented in corporate, public and private collections, including a commission to paint
several life-sized portraits and a large ceiling mural for a NYC client near the UN. Beallor
teaches art privately, and helps young artists prepare portfolios for high school and college.
My “one thing to remember” is our connection to nature, our connection to the
environment around us. Scientists estimate that 150-200 species of plant, insect, bird and
mammal become extinct every 24 hours. If we continue to ignore this connection, if we don’t
“remember” in time, we accelerate our own extinction… For my drawing, “One Thing to
Remember” I choose five endangered species: the Asian Elephant, Arun Leopard, Tapanuli
Orangutan, Forest Owlet and Gopher Tortoise, and combined them with five examples from
humanity of African, Latin American, Asian, Caucasian (albino) and Oceanian descent. As I
draw each line, I remember.

Shahar Marcus
Shahar Marcus (b. 1971) is an Israeli based artist who primarily works in the medium of
performance and video art. His most recent works deal with local political issues, by
approaching iconic Israeli landmarks with a critical and humorous point of view.
Shahar is an active artist for over a decade and has exhibited at various art-institutions,
both in Israel and around the world, including: The Tate Modern, The Israel Museum, Tel Aviv
Museum of Art, Petach Tikva Museum of Art, Charlottenburg, Copenhagen-Kunsthalle,Moscow
Biennale, Poznan Biannale, Moscow Museum of Modern Art and at other art- venues in Poland,
Italy, Germany, Georgia, Japan, the USA and Turkey.
Marcus presents etching works based on frames taken from his video work: Salt & ever.
The transition that Marcus produces from the video to the print, as it were, returns the video to
the state of a tangible object. Through subtle changes from print to print, which are expressed
in a slight touch of color, lack of elements, or a change of shade of color, the artist invites the
viewer to approach and locate the uniqueness inherent in each of his prints. The characters in
the work are the figure of the artist who stands in an infinite sea and seems thoughtful and
engaged in a process of observation and memory.

Anneli Nilsson
A visual artist, painter and photographer, BA in Fine Art, from Buckinghamshire Chiltern
University, UK, based in Sweden.
Anneli has participated in many exhibitions worldwide. “My works are mostly held
together by a handful of factors: Sea, Land, abstract surfaces and blurred figures. Inspiration for
my paintings often comes from the landscape in Bohuslan off the Swedish West Coast and its
character goes back into the grey scales, the bold motives and the wind untouched nature. I
have a spiritual relationship with this landscape.selected exhibition: 2019, Sinergia, Mexico;
2018 Casa De La Identidad Libertena, Peru; 2018 Galerie Bij de Boeken, The Netherlands
2016, Vasby Konsthall, Sweden; 2014Gallery Koch, Sweden and many more. Representation in
private collectors around the world.
My Memories of the photo “Grip on Life” :
On a working trip to Peru in 2018 I met this woman in a small village up in the mountains
in the northern part of the country.we shared some food together and talked about life and her
experiences. She was the oldest person in the village, aged 97, and she had a wealth of
wisdom and a firm grip on life. This was an inspiring moment in my life that I will forever cherish.

Rido Jansen
Rido Jansen’s work is inspired by people; their face, their
attitude, their story, their “left ver-stuff”.
She’s collecting all sorts of things with “a story to tell”. Her studio
is filled with materials selected for shape, structure, color, smell
or memory which encourage experimentation until something
arises that continues to fascinate.
There are series with mixed media, paintings, drawings,
graphics, dimensional work, or photography. It’s exciting to see
how things of the past can be translated to new objects.
The results worked out in her studio are exhibited at
international art fairs, galleries and museums in the
Netherlands, Germany, St. Petersburg, St. Williamsburg NY. Her
work flew over the world with new owners from Canada to
Japan.
Member of: Organization of Professional Artists “BOK” &
Association of Artists “Breekijzer” related to the DRU Industrial
Park Ulft
A dear old lady in our neighborhood passed away and left all
sorts of things which inspired me remembering her house, her
collection of postcards, bible paper, curtains and pieces of lace
on the table…

Hans Tyrrestrup
Hans Tyrrestrup born in 1944, is a Danish painter and poet. Master of Arts from
University of Copenhagen and Aashur, Denmark and the Danish Academy in Rome.
Some international exhibitions:
“The Global Goals” Denmark; The Royal College of Art, London; Le Bastille, Paris; Touchstone,
Latvia; Carlow Art, Ireland; The Danish Cultural Institute, Scotland; World Art on Paper,
Slovenia; Biennale Internazionale di Firenze; White Nocturnes, St.Petersburg; Broadway
Gallery, NY; Jerusalem Municipal Gallery, Earth Effects, Israel. And more.
“My life is a palette – this is how I think of ‘One Thing to Remember’. So my painting is
representing ‘the colours of my life’. The composition is associated with the landscape of my art
– and the feeling of freedom.”

Katri Stenberg
Katri Stenberg is a Finnish based visual artist ,a painter, born 1964 in Kuopio, Finland.
She is a holder of a BA in Arts from the University of Helsinki.
She received grants from Finnish Cultural foundation, Art Council for Hame, Arts
Promotions centre Finland and more.
Katri participated in many exhibitions here are several solo exhibitions: Life cycle,
Hameelina Art Museum 2018: Turtu ,2016, The Garden, Kone gallery, 2014 ; Art Centre
Maltinranta, Tampere ,2013; Gallery of Finnish painters, Helsinki 2011 and more.
Karti Stenberg participated in many group exhibitions, the last :”The Line” in
Hameenlinna Art Museum, 2018. Collections of her works are displayed in Finnish museums
and art centers.
My work contains 5 watercolor/mixed media works sized 20x20 cm. The idea is
remembering the nice and meaningful time in Tuscany Italy this summer. I want to remember
the light, sun, open space and the colours of the hills in different times of day , when the
darkness and cold weather come to Finland, and the busy everyday life begins.

Tommy Barr
Tommy Barr is a Northern Ireland based painter, born in Dromore
and with his studio in Banbridge. He has spent most of his
working life in these small towns on the outskirts of the capital
city, Belfast.

Tommy is an internationally recognised artist who has exhibited
extensively across Europe, the Middle East and beyond. He
considers this travel an essential part of his practice finding
inspiration in the lives of those he meets and the places they
inhabit. The resulting works rely on symbolism, presenting
Tommy’s view of the world via a distinctive and very personal
form of abstraction.

One of my abiding memories is of watching the news as the
events in Chernobyl unraveled. It was heartbreaking and as a
result I often struggle with our continuing reckless and selfish
behaviour. One of my friends recently visited there and took
photos of what remained some thirty two years later. Some
photos show the debris of human life, others show nature
struggling to recover. This icon, “Self inflicted wound”, is a
collage of motifs drawn from both those photos and from my
memories. Not all memories are treasured but they are valuable.

Karola Teschler
Karola Teschler is an German based artist, born in 1958 in Kirchen.
She is a painter, photographer and video artist. Karola is the founder of the international
Association of Fine Arts “European Artists” and its president.
Teschler participated in more than 200 group exhibitions worldwide and in 25 solo
exhibitions throughout Europe in galleries, public spaces and museums.
As a curator she organized numerous international symposia, exhibitions and
conferences in Europe and Middle East. Attending conferences as an invited speaker, jury
member of the Youth Competition of the Omani Fine Art Society of the Sultanate of Oman.
I will never forget the fateful encounter with those women. They are 4 women in Africa
who are sentenced to life imprisonment. They deeply regret their act and yearn to undo
everything. What remains from them is the memory of their families who have turned away from
them.

Karmela Berg
Karmela Berg is an artist based in Tel Aviv. Her works, which include paintings,
installations, works on paper and artist books (most notably that with author Amos Oz and with
the poet Dalia Rabicovich) have received prizes from Japan, Italy and Sweden. She has
exhibited in solo and group shows in Europe, the USA, Japan, Korea and China. In 2004, she
also participated in TransCultural Exchange’s The Tile Project, Destination: The World for which
she was the contact artist for the installation at Tel Aviv University. In Addition, she is a speaker
and seats as head panels at TransCultural Exchange conferences. She curated a number of
exhibitions, including Israeli Art for the Beijing Museum of Natural History and the Tianjin
Academy of Fine Art, International projects like “Waterfall”, “Knowing you Knowing Me”,
UNVEIL” EARTeffects, EVEnt, “Hi Light” and more.
I have an early childhood memory of looking out the train’s window, seeing a long row of
cars rumbling over the tracks making this Puff Puff noise. It impressed me very much. I am now
looking back on my long train of life: dids and accomplished dreams, and I have this magical
feeling of wonder and surprise: what a wonderful play is the engine of life.

Arjan Moscoviter
Arjan Moscoviter , is a visual artist, born in Arnhem 1959, is based in the Netherlands.
He studied in Arnhem, Academy of Visual Arts, and History of Arts, University of Leiden.

He creates diverse art media: drawing and painting, photography and building sculptural
maquettes. He is inspired in his paintings by the phenomenon of light and structure. Some of
exhibitions:CBKG Nijmegen 2005; Arnhem 2006 ; Platform Beeldende kunst Wageningen 2007;
Casteelse Poort Wageningen 2008; Huntenkunst 2008, 2009; Notre Dame De Arts Ubbergen
2010; Kernhem Ede 2011; Lutherse kerk Arnhem 2011; Venster Wageningen Wageningen
2014; Kunstbakens Druten 2015; Huntenkunst ,Ulft 2016.

I decided to turn it around in a lighthearted way. The model for the building in the photo
is a former Dutch train station in Houten which was actually relocated (see small photo). Thus
creating a new reality. The neon signs which I made give the well known curse a suitable twist.

Yael Brotman
Yael Brotman was born in
Israel and emigrated to
Canada as a child. She
currently lives in Toronto
and teaches in the Studio
Program at the University
of Toronto. Brotman has
exhibited across Canada
and
internationally
in
Australia, Japan, China,
Portugal, and USA, with
over thirty solo exhibitions
and many group shows.
In my practice I often
explore themes of balance
and accommodation in the
relationship
between
human-made constructions
and the implications of the
natural contexts in which
they exist. The imagery in
this piece incorporates a
disrupted double helix that
weaves in and out of
feathers and textile motifs,
suggesting that life and
culture are remarkably
resilient and regenerate
themselves while at the
same time they can be
erased in an instant.
In my practice I often explore themes of balance and accommodation in the relationship
between human-made constructions and the implications of the natural contexts in which they
exist. The imagery in this piece incorporates a disrupted double helix that weaves in and out of
feathers and textile motifs, suggesting that life and culture are remarkably resilient and
regenerate themselves while at the same time they can be erased in an instant.

Kim Alemian

Kim Alemian is a visual artist, a painter , based in Boston, US.
Her studies :BFA in Painting with Honors, Massachusetts College of
Art and Design, Boston MFA in Painting, Boston University, College of
Fine Arts , School of Visual Arts.

Kim Participated in many exhibitions: selected solo, Concord Art,
Ocean, MA ; Milton Art Museum, Milton, MA and many more. Group s
exhibitions -elected 2018: Hess Gallery, Chestnut Hill, MA; Dillon
Gallery Cohasset MA; Garner Colby Gallery,Naples, FL; Simmons
College, Boston, MA ; 2017 Edgewater Gallery, VT; Synagoge Burn
Burn, NL and more.

With the threat of rising water tables, I have become acutely aware of
the conditions of our oceans, the effects of climate change and the
part humans play as we mingle, and at times meddle, with nature. I
have witnessed some of these beloved places change their shape and
wonder, how long will they exist?

Suki Valentine
Suki Valentine is an artist, activist, writer and poet whose
work has been described by critics as singular, luminous and
fantastical. After receiving a BFA in Metalsmithing from Pratt
Institute in New York, Suki received an MFA - Studio Art
from Moore College of Art and Design in Philadelphia, where
ze was bestowed the MCAD Grad Fellowship Grant.
Most recently an Artist-In-Residence at L’AiR Arts Paris,
Suki also had pieces in shows running concurrently at Vivid
Space in San Diego and the galleries at New York Studio
School in New York City last summer, followed by inclusion
in two back-to-back group shows at UNESCO-affiliated
gallery Mémoire de l’Avenir in Paris over the winter and as
half of Mémoire’s two-person show, Languages Of
Environments, with Israeli sculptor Avi Sperber in April of
this year.
Suki’s work has been covered by such publications as Art
Blog and Time Out New York in the U.S. as well as Paris
Lights Up and Naja21 in France. Likewise, Valentine’s work
has been exhibited across the United States in addition to
France and Morocco. Born and Raised in New York City,
Suki currently divides time living and working across the
river in Jersey City, and across the ocean in Paris.
Keeping with my interest in botanical depictions, I chose
rosemary for its Victorian associations with memory and
Cavafy’s poem because he speaks not only of longing but of
self exultation even as general society was forcing queer
artists to speak of their love lives in coded and veiled terms.
My piece, then, is both about the sometimes-necessity of
secret-keeping as self preservation but also about allowing
the Self to embrace the full truth about the Self.

Moshe Amar
Moshe Amar is a multidisciplinary artist based inTel Aviv. A prominent original plastic
artist and reacher. He contributed in all areas of art; painting, sculpture, graphics design,
photography, fashion and art education. He is one of the pioneers helping the restoration of the
old Jaffa ‘Great Art Area’.
Moshe initiated and produced dozens of exhibitions and outdoor events in a variety of art
media and environmental events. Throughout all the many years he continues to create a
multitude of techniques and styles in his studio in Jaffa, ensuring quality and excellence.
Amar was born in Morocco,he graduated from Bezalel Academy of Fine Arts. He was
awarded scholarships by French and German governments for art studies. He worked in
leading graphic advertising offices and served as a graphic design lecturer at the Technion. He
Initiated and managed the Jaffa Gallery , in Jaffa, where dozens of original exhibitions, in
painting, sculpture, ceramics and photography were exhibited.
One thing to remember is not possible because there is a lot to remember! From the
surrealistic series of “The Birds” a symbol for freedom.

Ralph Brancaccio
Ralph Brancaccio is Based in Paris. His Y project was shown in the USA and in
Europe.
“My work is politically motivated or social commentary. It is multi disciplinary and created
from a minimalist perspective in the hope of giving a different view on situations or objects to
encourage positive change. The work has been shown in over forty countries in both public and
private spaces including galleries and museums.
It is supported with funding from corporate and public foundations or through
commissions. It is showcased in art fairs or on objects that have been sold in museum stores
reaching a global audience.
I created a minimalist, hanging, sculptural piece that is inspired by the conversation of
borders and building walls along those borders. After a recent trip to Berlin, and revisiting the
Berlin Wall, its evidence that the people within governing bodies should be held accountable for
and prevented from disrupting people’s lives or the progression of social unity. Societies need to
remember history and immediately punish leaders and citizens for creating notions that harm
people and take away liberties. The folds in the piece represent the arbitrary determination of
borders while not denying the difficulty of solutions especially when groups differentiate or divide
people instead of unifying them. The holes are meant to invoke a presence of people looking
through the barrier, barriers, which are meant to deem one side just and the other evil.

